CPR

Will CPR work for me?

CPR stands for…

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

This book will try and help you understand about CPR
Will CPR work for me?

Sometimes it may work…

Often it may not…
Will I be ok after CPR?

If CPR worked on you, you would still be very ill, and would need to stay in hospital. It may even make you more unwell.

Your doctor or nurse will tell you what could happen to you and the affect that CPR may have on you.
Does everybody have CPR?

NO...Not every one has CPR tried on them.

If you are very ill and at the end of your life...
or chosen not to have CPR...

we would not try CPR on you.
This booklet is part of a series of 4 leaflets…

- What is CPR?
- Talking to someone about CPR
- Will CPR work for me?
- Who decides about CPR?

You might want to read these one at a time and in your own time
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